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Human behavior is caused or initiated by the motivation. With the motivation of ourselves then someone could run its activities. And the religion of Islam offered a way to do to cultivate spiritual intelligence back fading in the environment of modern Muslim society, the way is to memorize the Al Qur’an and Thariqah. As for the formulation of the problem in this study: Motivation of anything that has the desire to memorize Al Qur'an and follow Thariqah, How the dynamics of Motivation Students memorize the Qur'an being the Al Qur’an and follow Thariqah, and what are the problems that students encounter when Al Qur'an memorized and simultaneously run Thariqah Naqsyabandiyah Mujaddadiyah Khalidiyah.

While the research objectives to find out the motivation of students who memorized Al Qur'an and follow it’s Thariqah. This is description of Dynamics, for students who are motivated to memorize Al Qur'an and also follow Thariqah and for this description of the problems experienced by students when memorized Al Qur'an and run Thariqah.

This research uses qualitative research methods a phenomenology with informants amounted to 2 students, living in boarding schools. Used in the data retrieval techniques, interview, observation, and documentation for more in-depth of data manufacture.

Based on the results of research, it can be concluded that the environment is very influential in shaping a person’s spiritual life as in NGALAH students so supportive environment and the effect on his spiritual soul that is Al Qur'an memorized and follow Thariqah. as for the differences in each of the subject of it’s intrinsic and exstrinsic motivation. On the process of analysis of the dynamics motivation related researchers comparing his level of motivation on deposit or smooth Al Qur'an memorized while in their Thariqah seen from level changes after doing manjing suluk, because of every student who after some time a suluk manjing changes in his heart and soul to his personality. Because the measurement of the each person ability is different so do with each subject. The level of their abilities were different and that one of them caused by different motivations and emotional state. Emotion here is a spiritual emotion equanimity that is perceived both when the process of memorizing Al-Qur'an and thariqah and so does the number of problems or the temptation to run their spiritual activity (Al Qur'an memorized and follow it’s Thariqah).